
Max Jacob — master of the prose poem 

 

Max Jacob (1876 - 1944) remains one of the great inventors of modern poetry. Few poets, 
before or after, have used dreams and wordplay so successfully to generate a vast body of 
poetry. Dreams, real or invented, with their sudden twists and turns, and language, with its 
mysterious, apparently random connections, become two ways to go beyond conventional 
seeing into reality's more exposed layers. For Jacob the prose poem is the place par excellence 
for language to perform its shape-shifting metamorphoses. Witty, inventive, unpredictable, 
Jacob's poems may be a game up to a point, but they are also never just a game. Jacob's 
posthumous collection Derniers poèmes (Last poems), written mostly under the German 
occupation up to his death in Drancy in March 1944, reveals his moral seriousness as a poet, 
that mix of vulnerability, dark humour, religious faith and dedication to poetry. Rather than 
focus solely on his 1917 masterpiece Le Cornet à dés (The Dice Cup), I prefer to read Jacob 
backwards. The final poems make clear the depth of his outsider-vision, a stern clear-
sightedness that is never far from the surface in the earlier more playful work. For this 
reason I have placed the selection from Derniers poèmes first. 

The aspect of dreams most apparent in Jacob's prose poems is their tendency to proliferate 
people, landscapes, selves within the one individual, and to make leaps by literalizing idioms 
in disturbing ways. In "Page d'histoire" ("Page of history"), for example, elegance morphs 
into bestiality and the great underground well channelling the sounds of Hell bubbles away 
in an inner courtyard while demons draft Press and Radio announcements. In "Roman 
d'aventures" ("Adventure novel") from Le Cornet à dés, the classic dream motif of being 
naked in public undergoes a series of rapid changes. The "secret police funds" that finally 
appear to shield the narrator's nakedness could be "secret politeness funds", but in this 
translation could also be the funds of the secret police, or had they been the "secret state 
police funds" could be the funds of the police of the secret state, the true all-present 
darkness. (Such an anachronistic reading, or misreading, would doubtless have pleased 
Jacob who believed in the prophetic power of poetry.) And so we travel from Philoctetes to 
the shores of prudish England to the shadow of Nazi Germany, knowing every word hides 
other words and other worlds. This poem's final sentence contains a phrase that acts as a 
clue to all of Jacob's poetry: "I didn't quite understand". This state of not understanding, of 
being at the mercy of confusing forces and shifting realities, occurs over and over in his 
poems. They are built from within the state of being lost, an immersion in one's own human 
ignorance. 

The prevalence of puns and verbal echoes in Jacob's poetry is not easily reproduced in 
English. There are, however, places where English and French are close enough to let the 
word play echo across the languages. The closing sentence of "Le soldat de Marathon" ("The 
soldier of Marathon") is one example, with its variations on the word "present" and 
"presence".  "Le cygne (genre essai - plein d'esprit)" ("The swan (in the essay genre - filled 
with wit)") poses more challenges. The second sentence involves a multiple pun and a nod 



towards Duchamp's 1917 porcelain urinal. A "faux col" (literally, false neck) is a detachable 
collar, but also "head" in its sexual and "head of beer" senses, while equally suggesting a "col 
de cygne", the gooseneck pipe of a urinal. In the final sentence "On appelle hommes-cygnes 
ou hommes insignes. . ." (literally, "One calls men-swans or distinguished men. . ."), 
"insignes" sounds the same as "in-cygnes" (un-swans), and English at least has the same 
sound echo as French in "long as Fénelon". Likewise the similarity between the two 
languages lets the close of "Roman d'aventures" work in English. More difficult to reproduce 
is the recurrence of the word "prix" in "On n'écrit jamais que ses mémoires" ("All you ever 
write is your memoirs"). The first sentence speaks of "toilettes de prix, de Grand Prix" and 
later in the poem the word is used in its meaning of "price". I resorted to some rhyme to 
suggest the lost word play -- "all the luxury of the Grand Prix". In "Nocturne des hésitations 
familiales" ("Nocturne of family hesitations") the words "nuits" (nights) and "gares" 
(stations) seems to chase each other across the text of the poem, while other verbal echoes, 
like "le père" (the father) and "la paire" (the pair of shoes) or "principes" (principles) and 
"domestique" (servant), generate further shifts. Interestingly in English "hesitation" and 
"station" operate in a similar fashion. It isn't that puns, word play, internal rhymes and 
verbal echoes occur here and there in a few poems. Nearly all Jacob's prose poems are 
intricately woven out of such devices.  

I am drawn to Max Jacob's prose poems in large measure because of their tightly crafted 
nature as fully alive poems. They are not slabs of prose marked as poetry only by some vague 
"poetic intent" or simply the presence of dream-like material. In many of them rhythmic 
sequences dominate. Consider, for example, "Rebâtissons" ("Let's rebuild") from Derniers 
poèmes. Of course it is a prose poem but let me lay it out differently: 

        Il suffit qu'un enfant de cinq ans, 
        en sa blouse bleu pâle, 
        dessinât sur un album, 
         
        pour qu'une porte s'ouvrît 
        dans la lumière, 
        pour que le château se rebâtît  
 
        et que l'ocre de la colline 
        se couvrît de fleurs. 
 

Sounds repeat, alliteration abounds, pauses and movement are built in. Crisp, concise, and 
structured as one immense sentence guiding us through to the end, "Rebâtissons" has the 
perfection of a Shakespeare sonnet. Nothing is wasted. If Jacob has set it out as prose this 
has a lot to do with the general dilemma posed by the shift away from regular verse forms -- 
in French poetry, from the alexandrine especially. You could go the way English-language 
poetry has gone and opt for largely arbitrary line breaks, or you could follow the very 
common French pattern and prefer to lay it out as prose. Clearly there are many other 



factors at work in prose poetry's ongoing importance in French literature but, however it 
may be, Max Jacob is typically every bit as aware of rhythm, sound echoes, and verbal artistry 
as, for example, James Wright, Philip Levine or Frank O'Hara. In "Rebâtissons" or "Au 
pèlerins d'Emmaüs" ("To the pilgrims at Emmaus"), as in sections of many of the poems 
gathered here, especially their closing sentences, the proximity to verse-form poetry is 
striking. Consider the closing sentence of "Page d'histoire" (again, the layout is mine): 

        Dans la rue le ciel était de plomb 
        et sillonné d'un tonnerre rouge. 
 

The last phrase has the beauty of sound and imagery one might expect in Baudelaire. One 
important thing I hope to capture, at least partially, in these translations is the mastery of 
Jacob's poetry, his building up of intensity. This is not casual, anything-will-do prose. Over 
and over the humour and word play lead to insights of beauty and vulnerability, expressed 
with maximum power using the full range of techniques we might expect in more formal 
poetry.  

And yet I don't want to imply by saying any of this that Jacob is a conservative or backward-
looking poet. His inventiveness, the startling originality of his imagination, his capacity for 
humour, his verbal genius are everywhere on display. For him poetry is the highest verbal art 
and, like the art of painting he was also a master of, it must be new, exciting, and charged 
with "electricity". His humorous caricatures of the mercantile art market in "All you ever 
write is your memoirs" or "In search of a position in society" attack not only the 
commodification of art but also its habit of repeating familiar comforting images. Part of 
the drive behind his prose poetry is the need to escape or subvert poetic rhetoric and the 
dominance of established poetic tropes. In both these poems humour at the expense of the 
art world is only one element. We leap from layer to layer until we reach the surprise of the 
closing section. I don't want to give too much away but "All you ever write is your memoirs" 
strikes me as one of Jacob's finest poems, largely because of what happens in the last seven 
sentences. And it is not that what precedes these sentences is mere scene setting. The earlier 
part of this poem also resonates across wide areas of experience. With "In search of a social 
position" there is the comic progression from gangster to art dealer to publisher of fashion 
catalogues to street vendor of fruit and vegetables pushing his barrow through the streets of 
Paris, and yet that final lowly profession is also to be snatched away. In French the phrase 
"marchand des quatre saisons" ("merchant of the four seasons") refers to such street vendors, 
but, in this case, it is necessary to translate word by word to bring out the wordplay in the 
final line. I also wonder if it's a coincidence that a poem with the title "À la recherche d'une 
position sociale" should open with such a spectacularly convoluted sentence worthy of 
Proust. It does feel like a brief joke on Jacob's part. Parody is a recurrent strain in Jacob's 
work, underscoring his similarities to the master of musical parody, Erik Satie. Their taste 
for outlandish titles is a point in common. 



My initial intention was to translate only poems previously untranslated, or at least not 
readily available in William Kulik's The Selected Poems of Max Jacob, or in Dreaming the 
Miracle: Three French Prose Poets, or in the John Ashbery translations gathered in his 
Collected French Translations Poetry. Only after completing these translations and writing 
the draft of this introduction did I learn from Australian poet Philip Hammial of the now 
out-of-print 1979 selection from The Dice Cup edited by Michael Brownstein. Hammial 
assures me that, apart from "Roman d'aventures", the poems I have translated are not in that 
selection. Even allowing for those extra translations, only a relatively small sample of Jacob's 
poems is available in English -- probably much less than a quarter of his output. Of the 200 
poems in Le Cornet à dés about 50 appear in readily available translations by Kulik or 
Ashbery. Of the 112 poems in Derniers poèmes I count 26 in translations by Kulik. With Le 
Laboratoire central the figure is even more extreme -- 12 poems translated out of some 110. 
(There are a few more Jacob poems available in Mary Ann Caws' Yale Anthology of 
Twentieth Century French Poetry and a couple I have spotted on the web, but the number 
available in English translation remains little more than a tiny sample.) Given the 
abundance of untranslated poems, I had originally planned to limit myself to such material. 
But it turned out to be more complicated.  

Since both Ashbery and Kulik make their selections across large gatherings of work and do 
not follow the order in Jacob's books, it is very easy not to notice that a particular poem has 
in fact already been translated. Of the thirty odd poems I initially translated, two turned out 
to have versions by Ashbery and eight by Kulik. I set aside translations of mine that seemed 
substantially the same as, or clearly inferior to, Kulik's or Ashbery's. There were two poems I 
knew Kulik had translated but wanted to try my own versions of -- "Rebâtissons" and "Aux 
pèlerins d'Emmaüs". Two more I kept as I felt my versions had something different to offer -
- "En Chine" ("In China") and "Avant-guerre" ("Before the war"). There was one poem 
translated by Ashbery where I felt my version was different enough and had something 
going for it -- "Roman d'aventures". There were, of course, other poems I translated but felt 
my English versions were not strong enough or confused in places, and I translated a few 
extra to make up for my personal rejections. I've included in an Appendix Kulik's and 
Ashbery's translations of the five poems mentioned, as well as the original French, for the 
reader to make their own comparisons. 

I wanted to order the selection in a way that would highlight different aspects of Max 
Jacob's work. In particular, my aim has been to present an image of his poetry different from 
the one a reader might form if they knew Jacob's work only through Ashbery's selection. (It 
is not that Ashbery hasn't translated many marvellous Jacob poems - only that the 
cumulative effect is a Jacob who is more of a purely humorous experimenter, a wizard of 
verbal games.) I value the bleakness and the courage of Jacob and, as stated before, approach 
his work through the lens of his last collection. I also see him as a great crafter of poems, so I 
very much wanted to give prominence to such masterpieces as "Rebâtissons", "On n'écrit 
jamais que ses mémoires", "Avant-Guerre" or "Aux pèlerins d"Emmaüs" from Derniers 
poèmes, "Nocturne des hésitations familiales", "Le cygne (genre essai plein d'esprit)" or "Le 
soldat de Marathon" from Le Cornet à dés. To me it was also important to feature such 



bleak but stunning poems as "Folklore 1943" and "Page d'histoire" from Derniers poèmes. 
One other poem that struck me powerfully was "Un littérateur israélite" ("A Jewish literary 
man") from Le Cornet à dés. It reads very much like a premonition of what was to come for 
French Jews under the Nazi occupation and of Max's own fate. Likewise, an underlying 
sense of vulnerability as a Jew in France surfaces in the otherwise humorous poem "Du 
dilettantisme avant tout" ("Dilettantism before everything").  

Jacob's prose poems are much more than witty exercises in humour. This is rich, multi-
layered poetry that surprises and disturbs. It has its distinctive charm and grace, its flair for 
verbal fireworks, but it isn't one-dimensional poetry where the reader stops temporarily, 
gets the joke and passes on. There is typically something disquieting and many-sided in 
Jacob's poetry. At any moment it may confront us with life's worst tragedies or its 
disorienting strangeness. Just over a hundred years since the first publication of Le Cornet à 
dés, Max Jacob's work remains innovative and stunningly fresh. A highly personal poetry of 
human openness, it comes to us with its own troubled beauty.  

Read Peter Boyle’s translations of Max Jacob HERE 

* * 

William Kulik translations and French originals 

 

Reconstruction 

All it takes is a five-year-old in pale blue coveralls drawing in a coloring book for a door to 
open into the light, for the house to be built again and the ochre hillside covered with 
flowers. 

 

Rebâtissons 

Il suffit qu'un enfant de cinq ans, en sa blouse bleu pâle, dessinât sur un album, pour qu'une 
porte s'ouvrît dans la lumière, pour que le château se rebâtît et que l'ocre de la colline se 
couvrît de fleurs. 

 

_____________ 

 

 

  



In China  

The Buttes-Chaumont painted on a screen, that's China. Every morning, four Europeans 
threatened with hanging are led to the gallows with great courtesy. Which is a rare 
occurrence. A housemaid pouring coffee looks at me more than at my cup: still she doesn't 
spill a drop. 

The French ambassador and the muezzin vie with each other in silence and reticence. 
Everything here is neat and clean, a true paradise. It's all appearances. 

 

En Chine 

        Les Buttes-Chaumont peintes sur un paravent, c'est la Chine. Quatre Européens 
menacés de potence sont conduits aux poutres tous les matins avec politesse. Cela arrive 
rarement. Une dame de ménage en me versant du café me regarde plus que la tasse ; 
pourtant pas une goutte ne tombe à côté. 

        L'ambassadeur de France et le muezzin rivalisent de silences et de réticences. Tout est ici 
net et propre comme au paradis. Ce n'est qu'une apparence. 

 

_________________ 

 

Pre-War   

What crowds on Sunday evenings for those dinner-dances at the Colonnes! Look at the two 
drinkers getting up to dance. The bright hat of the accomplice is a pair of wings, and the 
lady vanishes with the rustling of a dove. Poor dear, am I supposed to pity you? The face of 
the dancer labels what he is, and the shadows between the columns tell you where, through 
the smoky, ruined tables, he is leading you. 

 

Avant-Guerre 

     Quelle foule le dimanche soir à ces bals-dîners des Colonnes ! regardez les deux buveurs 
qui se lèvent pour danser. Le chapeau clair du complice est une paire d'ailes et la dame 
s'envole en froufroutant comme une colombe. Pauvrette, est-ce que je vais te plaindre ? la 
face du danseur étiquette ce qu'il est et les ténèbres entre les colonnes disent où le danseur, à 
travers les tables fumeuses et détruites, te conduit. 

  



__________________________________ 

 

The pilgrims at Emmaus    

I don't know who was there. It was one of those bistros where my youth had vanished. A 
white marble table in the corner and the usual mirror that ran the length of the wall, turned 
and continued. I was wearing a ratty bowler and a look that questioned the sickly cast in the 
eye of the Lord. (Even though he looked more like John the Baptist it was really him!) 
"Since you're God and you know everything, tell me when this war will be over and," I 
added, " who will win." "You want me to tell you so you can become a barroom prophet?" 
He was silent. Night fell. There were no drinks on the table. 

 

Aux pèlerins d'Emmaüs 

Je ne sais qui était là : c'était l'un de ces bistros où ma jeunesse s'est évanouie. Une table de 
marbre blanc est l'endroit où la traditionelle glace atteignait le coin du mur avant de 
continuer. Je portais un pauvre chapeau rond et ma figure interrogeait l'oeil malade du 
Seigneur (c'était lui! Il ressemblait plutôt à saint Jean-Baptiste, mais c'était bien lui). « 
Puisque Vous êtes Dieu et que Vous savez tout, dites-moi quand finira cette guerre ! » et 
j'ajoutais « . . . et qui sera le vainquer ». « Vous le dirais-je pour que vous alliez faire le 
prophète dans les salons ? » Il se tut. Le soir tombait. Il n'y avait pas de boisson sur la table. 

 

* * 

John Ashbery translation and French original 

  

Adventure Novel 

 There it's true! Here I am like Philoctotes! Abandoned by the ship on an unknown cliff, 
because my foot hurts. The unfortunate thing is that my trousers were torn off by the sea. 
Upon inquiry I find that I am nowhere else but on the shores of chaste England. "I shall 
soon find a policeman!" Which is what happened: a policeman who spoke French. "You 
don't recognize me," he said in that language, "I'm the husband of your English maid!" 
There was a reason for my not recognizing him: I never had an English maid. He led me 
into a neighboring town, concealing my nudity with leaves as well as possible, and there he 
took me to a tailor. And, as I was about to pay: "Quite unnecessary," he told me, "secret fund 
of the police" or "of politeness": I didn't quite catch the word. 



Roman d'aventures 

C'est donc vrai ! me voilà comme Philoctète ! abandonné par le bateau sur un rocher 
inconnu, parce que j'ai mal au pied. Le malheur est que mon pantalon me fut arraché par la 
mer ! Renseignements pris, je ne suis pas ailleurs que sur le rivage de la pudique Angleterre. 
« Je ne tarderai pas à trouver un policeman! » C'est ce qui arriva: un policeman et qui 
parlait français : « Vous ne me reconnaissez pas, dit-il en cette langue, je suis le mari de votre 
bonne anglaise ! » Il y avait une raison que je ne le reconnusse pas, c'est que je n'ai jamais eu 
de bonne anglaise : il me conduisit dans une ville voisine en cachant ma nudité avec des 
feuillages tant bien que mal et, là, chez un tailleur. Et, comme je voulais payer : « Inutile, me 
dit-il, fonds secrets de la police » ou « de la politesse », je n'ai pas très bien compris le mot. 

  

 

 

 


